
Engage, connect & support around the clock

Power Virtual Agents enables anyone to create powerful chatbots via a guided, 
no-code graphical interface, without the need for data scientists or developers. 
Built on the Azure Bot Framework, Power Virtual Agents helps organisations 
leverage personalised, cost-effective bot technology, with market-leading 
artificial intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) tools, to resolve simple, 
routine customer and internal-facing issues quickly.

Power Virtual Agents supports everything from HR to sales, on almost any site 
or channel imaginable—from websites to Microsoft Teams to Facebook. 
Business users and subject matter experts can easily build sophisticated, 
conversational virtual agents and integrate them with hundreds of enterprise 
services and systems without the time and expense of writing code or 
maintaining multiple chatbots.

Quickly create sophisticated, AI-powered 
chatbots that can resolve common issues 
and answer questions around the clock with 
Power Virtual Agents. Power Virtual Agents
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Respond rapidly to customer and employee needs at scale

Empower anyone in your business to build 
versatile, adaptable chatbots, with no coding or 
AI expertise required. For advanced scenarios, 
extend using Microsoft Power Automate and 
Azure Bot Service.

Create your own chatbots 
easily

Built-in dashboards provide powerful metrics and 
insights to help you identify new and high-volume 
support topics, decide what topics to build next, 
and get in-depth AI insights to improve bot 
performance.

Monitor and improve virtual 
agent performance

If a bot can’t handle a user’s request or if a user 
asks to talk to an agent, it’s important to 
gracefully bring in a human. Power Virtual 
Agents gives you the ability to configure and 
connect to multiple live chat engagement hubs.

Seamless hand-offs to live 
agents

With Power Virtual Agents you can engage with 
your customers and employees conversationally. 
Resolve routine issues easily, freeing up staff to 
focus on complex matters.

Engage users naturally
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A large healthcare customer was due to introduce a new 
insurance scheme for GPs, which they knew would result in lot 
of queries about the changes.

Drawing on the AI capabilities in Power Virtual Agent, we 
created a highly customised chatbot that could answer key 
questions around the new insurance scheme. From direct 
responses to common questions, to signposting to alternative 
information and contacts, the solution allowed GPs to self-
serve. This reduced calls to the support team, saving them 
time and allowing them to focus on more complex issues.

Chatbot adoption is growing
As communications and business processes multiply across channels, companies are seeing the 

advantages of integrating chatbots in their organizations. 

annual growth is expected in 
the conversational AI market 
– including chatbots – over 
the next four years.1

30% 70%

of millennials report a 
positive experience when 
interacting with 
chatbots.2

57%

of CIOs and CTOs 
agree that 
conversational bots can 
deliver large ROI for 
minimal effort.3

1 Conversational AI: The next wave of customer and employee experiences, Deloitte, 2019
2 Conversational AI makes its business case, Deloitte, 2019
3 Conversational bots are here to stay, Accenture, 2018

Power Virtual Agents in action: 
Trustmarque customer use case
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BizApps is a powerful new consultancy by Trustmarque here to help you 
unleash the potential of the Microsoft Power Platform and Business 
Applications. 

Together, we’ll bring your targets into sharper focus, accelerate your vision 
and help you meet the demands for: the faster roll -out of new applications, 
process automation, secure remote working, visibility and governance, and 
data intelligence.

Talk to your Account Manager or find out more online.

A new Business Applications and Power Platform 
Consultancy from Trustmarque
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Take you busines transformation to the next level 
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